
 

 

 

 

 

BAdmin@tuks 
NEWSLETTER 

Making A Difference 

 

O RI ENTA T I ON  
W EEK  

we welcomed about one 
thousand EMS First 

years students  from the 
27th-31st of January . The 

week was really 
overwhelming for all 
executice committee 

members as it required 
team effort ,willingliness 

and patience as the 
transition from 

Highschool is challenging 
considering the change of 

environment as well as 
different people. As tough 
as it was , we managed 

to  fully introduce badmin 
students to their new 

home and ensured that 
they were familiar with all 
their possible stops and 
goes . oriebtation week 

was a learning curve and 
an amazing experience. 

A special shoutout to 
Whayde Williams for his 
contribution to the team. 

 

TOUR 

The extent to which badmin students 
were engaging and participating was 

overwhelming and gave us the 
motivation to explore more.

 
 

 

 

  



Valentine’s Day Raffle Sign up and Cupcake Sales.  

 

Marketing, Socials and Fundraising: Hope Kutama 

 

Badmin@tuks held a cupcake sale as well as ticket 

sales raffle sign up called Its raffle but love in 

cupcake Style competition prior to valentine’s day 

.These two combined activities were a newly 

strategized initiative that aimed at accumulating 

funds, getting people into the spirit of love and 

rejuvenating anticipation on the lucky winner of the 

two freshening tickets to the varsity freshers party 

on the 15nth of February .The cupcake sales were 

a seller that resulted in positive feedback due to 

customer satisfaction and a higher demand for 

cupcake sales, a definite Encouragement for future 

sales. The raffle sign up, hyped up by curiosity and 

taking chances ,over 16 people signed up for the 

prize up for grabs…the risks endured today will 

surely be reaped tomorrow and those were the fruits 

of a Badmin@tuks student Khensani Marima’s 

actions led to and we were happy to cheerfully 

congratulate him after our drawn on the 14nth of 

February. This event was a wonderful experience 

and a  learning curve due to all the support we 

received. The money that we raised will be our 

generous offering towards an orphanage that we will 

visit for Mandela Day to help with the purchases of 

essential  equipment’s  such as medical supplies 

,toys and chairs essential to their well-being.                                                                  
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CREATIVE 
  

BAdmin Team Building  
   

Reflection of the Team Building day : Sekao Mokgatle  

The day was an overall success, the main aim for us meeting was to 

break away from the monotony of always having to sit in the office to 

discuss our various agendas. In breaking away from the reserved space, 

we got an opportunity to get to know our colleagues on a personal basis. 

Which is an essential part in forming a synergy necessary for overall high 

productivity.  

During our meetings, we decided on each contributing an amount of 

R50, Summing up to a total of R350. So, with the overall R350 we bought 

a box of pizzas, cooldrinks and Ice cream. Due to unforeseen 

circumstances our secretary was hindered from availing herself for our 

team building. However, we managed to have a productive yet a 

beautiful day. We then proceeded to Uitspan where we would play 

various team building games, break the ice and get to know each other 

more and to our surprise we were a unified front with the NAS faculty 

as well as Commercii members who had their First year Braai. We then 

went on to stay with them until we were forced by the weather to 

evacuate. The day was an overall success and it seems that the BAdmin 

EC of 2019/2020 will have a very fruitful year ahead with prosperity.  
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4. 

 

Informative 

session 

  

BAdmin Seminar 
Study Tour to South Africa 
25/02/20 

A priviledge to host students from The University of Applied 

Administrative Sciences, Kehl in Germany. The purpose of this 

Seminar was to inform Badmin students on the different sides 

of life in Academics  in a different perspective considering the 

various issues that students face. For example conducting a 

survey based on whether there has been a so-called civil servant 

in public administration in the Western Cape in this modern 

day. The Findings being the determiners of what the South 

African Government aims to do to ensure that such issues are 

efficiently addressed and if there are adequate resources to 

implement solutions. This seminar focused on differentiating 

between the academic lives of German students, how their 

system is sructured, their levels of financial stability and 

functions carried out by  the five levels of Government while 

comparing the University of pretoria and Kehl University 

students.. 

 

The Study Of South Africa is an intriquing yet interesting topic 

to embark on as an International students becase not only does 

it gives first hand experience but it also makes engagements 

easier with societies within that area of study which then 

provides more knowlegde and tactical planning to present. 

This Badmin seminar was one of the benefits of being a student 

who is in their journey of hoping to be a Local public servant 

,national or wishes to be  a recognised International Doctorate. 
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SANRAL HEAD OFFICE 
 

09/03/20 

The executive committee went on a trip to the South African 

National Roads Agency Limited to meet with their newly elected 

Mentor Saeeda, A Public Administration Practioner . This was a 

chapter that we were all hopeful ,overwhelmed as well as looking 

forward too considering all the knowledge that we get to acquire 

from an expert who has been in the public sector for over 10 years. 

The mentorship journey is not an easy one to tackle however  

Saeedas excitement into helping us achieve greater things in terms 

of academic excellence , leadership, student societal challenges and       

self developmemt in preparation for workplace anxieties has 

helped us to want to strategize and seek for more. This meeting 

hasn’t only opened our eyes into improving areas that we struggled 

as a team for example giving our opinions without encroaching on 

the freedom of expression of others  but instead it showed us that 

there was more to leadership than being  a step ahead of the 

followers and setting the right mood and pace at which they should 

embark on but it was more of the extent to which the team is 

united ,the efforts ivested in achieving the set goals and objectives 

as well the willingliness to initiate change  better outcomes. Having 

Saeeda as our mentor is a priviledge and we are really looking 

forward to the creativityg that we get to contribute ,the 

opportunities that we are exposed to and the relationship that we 

get to build with different departsments offered at  South African 

National Roads Agency related to Public Administration issues.    

 

 



THE BADMIN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2019/2020

 

LEFT FRONT: CHAIRPERSON: ANGEL SEBOPETSA    SECRETARY: LETHABO MORODI    MARKETING , SOCIALS 

AND FUNDRAISING: HOPE KUTAMA    VICE CHAIRPERSON: BANDILE DLAMINI    TREASURER  SEKAO MOKGATLE 

LEFT BACK: TRANSFORMATION AND OUTREACH: NATATSHA HUMBANI    SPORTS: OMOLEMO LETHULOE    

ACADEMICS AND MENTORSHIP: HLUMELO SEYISI  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edited by: Hope Hope Kutama & Sekao Mokgatle . 


